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Copyright
“The contents herein may not be used or reproduced partially or
otherwise in any form or by any means without the express written
permission of AI Singapore. AI Singapore is a national programme
funded by the National Research Foundation and the
programme office is hosted by the Office of the Deputy President
(Research & Technology) of the National University of Singapore.”
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Disclaimer

The views expressed in this presentation are my own and do not
represent the opinions of any organization whatsoever with which
I have been, am now, or will be affiliated.
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About AI Singapore (AISG)
To anchor deep national capabilities in AI, thereby creating social and economic
impacts, grow local talent, build an AI ecosystem and put Singapore on the world map
Programme Coordinating
Agencies
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Funded Universities
& Research Institutions
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Image from https://www.peter-doherty.com/posts/ai-and-its-cousins/
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Machine Learning Crash Course
Supervised learning

Unsupervised learning

This looks like
the dogs I saw
before, it
should be a
dog too

I can see there are two types
of animals. But I don’t know
what they are. Can anybody
tell me what they are?

It has different names in different contexts:
• predictive modelling
• pattern recognition
• …
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Example AI Use Cases in the Insurance Industry

Product
Improving risk
understanding &
pricing:
• Better
segmentation to
identify new
insurable risk
• Granular pricing
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Marketing

Underwriting

Policy
administration

Improving
consumer profiling:
• Propensity to buy

Selecting better risks:
• Predictive UW
model to identify

Improving customer
retention
• Proactively

models to help
Identify who are
more likely to buy
a product

good risks
• Simplified
underwriting can
also help to
increase sales

engage those
who are more
likely to lapse

Claims
Lowering claims:
• Fraud detection
model to spot
fraudulent claims
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It Is Not Just About Technology
Data

Business Problem

Success
in
Applying
AI
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People
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A Comparison
Actuarial Science
•
•

The Law of Large Numbers is a key principle
As the number of exposure units, or policyholders, increases,
the probability is higher that the actual loss per exposure unit
will equal the expected loss per exposure unit. The focus of
actuarial modelling is how to set the right premium for a risk
pool (a cohort of policies).

AI
• A model is built to learn the pattern from historical data. And
the model is applied in new data to predict the probability that
certain event would happen on individuals.
• Focus on model’s generalization capability

• Actuarial modelling combines data analysis and subject matter
expertise
• Problems solved are almost always financial
• Risk-oriented

• Raw outcome is usually a probabilistic score.
• Involved in wide range of problems not just financial,
e.g. optimizing customer experience
• Opportunity-focused

• A global explanation is important e.g. male is x% more likely to
claim than female; GLM is widely used
• Less use of unsupervised learning approaches

• A wider selection of techniques are commonly used. Some
are more complicated, e.g. random forest, neural network,
and do not give coefficients as GLM does.
• Unsupervised learning is applied when no clear target
variable is available

• Actuaries predominantly focus on attributes directly applicable to
problem statement
• Reliant on data but has to fill in gaps with expert knowledge

• Usually looks at as many attributes as available
• Structured, unstructured, labelled, unlabelled
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More collaboration between Actuarial Practice and
AI Should be Fostered and Promoted
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A
(Actuary)

AI

IA

(Artificial
Intelligence)

(Intelligent
Actuary)
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Most LoBs in the
Insurance Industry are
low-frequency by
nature
Typically, insurance companies have

Low data volume
Some insurance companies do not have
all the policy UW, claim info digitized.

Alternative sources of data
Augment data with non-traditional
sources and/or from other industries.

two touch points with their customers:
• when a customer buy or renew a
policy, or
• when a customer claims
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Low data quality
• Not many features are collected
• Low % of completeness in the features collected
• For some business problems, it is not trivial to get
labelling done
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Example: Alternative Sources of Data

X1

Traditional insurance
data. e.g. age, gender,
occupation class, etc.

Y

Insurance companyA
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Claim
data

X2

online browsing and
buying behavior

Non- insurance company B
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On the other hand, Privacy!
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Federated Learning - Share Models instead of
Raw Data
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Two Main categories of Federated Learning
Party A

Party B
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Party A
Party C
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Horizontal FL for homogenous data across different parties.
Potential use cases:
•
ML with data across different jurisdictions within on MNC
•
CV with feeds from massive surveillance camera network
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Party B

Party C

Vertical FL for heterogenous data across different locations
Potential use cases:
•
Collaborative ML with data from different organizations,
e.g. insurance with e-commerce / telco
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Business Problem Will Guide All Other Activities
Common pitfalls
• This is the data we have. Now
please make AI happen
• AI = BI
• AI is magic, it can help us in solving
every and any problem:
Predict whether a life assured is going to
claim because of cancer in future
Predict whether a life assured is going to
claim in future
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CRISP-DM
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AI Adoption Journey
Educate

AI4ETM / AI4I
• Knowledge

Enterprise

Explore
AI Clinic
• Theme/Domain
Specific

Discover
AI Discovery

Prepare
Data Readiness

• Consulting

• Data labeling

• Share use cases

• Single company
under NDA

• Data
transformation

• What is AI

• Generate Ideas

• Explore biz issues

• Online/
Lecture

• 5 to 10
companies

• Prelim data
assessment

• Data
cleansing

• Face to Face

• Recommend
actions

• General
Public

• 2 hours +
We are here to support you.
Scan this to contact us
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• ½ FTF + pre/post 2
to 3 days

• Data workflow
preparation

AI
Project

Key Takeaways
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01.

AI has a role to play in multiple
areas in the insurance industry

02.

AI and Actuarial Science should
work hand in hand

03.

People and Data are important
assets for successful AI adoption
and applications
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Thank you
www.aisingapore.org
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